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bpv BRAUN PARTNERS ranked in prestigious Legal 500
This year’s Legal 500 ranks bpv in top spots, recommending the Czech office in seven areas and the
Slovak office in four.
bpv is highly recommended in labour law (“Clients of bpv Braun Partners s.r.o. praise its 'personal
approach and its ability to think out of the box'. Igor Augustinič and Prague-based Arthur Braun heads
the team, which includes managing associate Lucie Kalašová, who is 'able to come up with the right
solution'. Senior associate Monika Kardošová is also a key figure”) and real estate law (“bpv Braun
Partners s.r.o.'s real estate standing was enhanced by the hire of Gabriela Porupková, managing
associate Miroslav Dudek and senior associate Pavlína Tejralová from Schoenherr Czech Republic.
The practice counts blue-chip companies and major Czech and regional real estate investors and
developers as its clients, and has broad sector knowledge spanning logistics, retail, manufacturing,
residential and industrial. In 2017, Jiří Bárta advised Corpus Sireo on the purchase of the Oasis Florenc
office building from Lone Star Group; Porupková assisted Triuva with its acquisition of an office building
from Skanska. Igor Augustinič is also recommended.”)
In the category of energy law and project financing the Legal 500 emphasizes: “bpv Braun Partners
s.r.o. handles the full range of energy work, including contractual, regulatory and transactional matters.
The team 'focuses on solving clients' business needs'. Marc Müller, David Vosol and Pavel Vincík are
names to note.”
In telecommunications law it mentions Pavel Vincík, it describes the team for commercial law,
corporate law and mergers & acquisitions as “professional with deep knowledge“ (“Arthur Braun
heads the team, which includes Jiří Bárta, who has 'deep understanding of clients' needs' and 'always
comes up with a commercial solution'; senior associate Michal Hrabovský, who is singled out for his
'attention to detail and his unstoppable focus on completing the transaction'; David Vosol, who focuses
on energy and media sectors. Igor Augustinič is 'an experienced team leader'”), and it also recommends
bpv BRAUN PARTNERS for banking, finance and capital markets (specifically partners David Vosol
and Igor Augustinič) and litigation (Pavel Vincík is recommended.)
About us:
bpv BRAUN PARTNERS is one of the leading international law firms in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. It is also a founding member of bpv LEGAL, a close association of law firms operating in
Central and Eastern Europe for many years. Its team consists of more than 36 lawyers offering its
clients, key Czech and foreign companies, comprehensive services in many areas of law. The key
expertise of bpv BRAUN PARTNERS includes merger and acquisitions, corporate law, real estate law
and also tax advisory services. Its experts also deal with copyright and IT law, competition law, energy
and labour law, life sciences and represent their clients before Czech, German and international courts
and in arbitrations. See more at www.bpv-bp.com.
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